
Density and Buoyancy Labs 
  
Kinetic Molecular Theory Simulation 

1. Open Gas Properties and then use the pump to put a little gas into the box.  
a. Observe gas particles’ behavior. 
b. Pump in some lighter particles and talk about the similarities and differences that you see between heavy and light 

particles. 
c. Use the simulation to see how changing the temperature affects the behavior of the gas particles. 
d. Write a description for a gas based on your observations; include diagrams to help with your description. 

 

2. How fast do you think the air particles in this room are moving compared to a car going 50 mph (about 22m/s)? Put your answer 
in the form, 'a molecule travels ___ as fast as a car"  
 

3. Using the simulation, test your idea from question 2 and give evidence to support or revise your thoughts. For evidence, include 
how you used the simulation to collect data, and any calculations.  
 

4. Determine the size of the heavy particle using the simulation tools and then relate molecule size to something you are familiar 
with. A common way to relate two things is to say something like: 1000 particles of sand fit in the palm of your hand. Show your 
calculations with the units clearly labeled.  

 

5. Open States of Matter; use the simulation to determine how well liquids and solids match your description of gas particles.  
 

6. Write a paragraph that explains the differences and similarities between solid, liquid and gas particle motion; include drawings to 
help with your explanations. 

 

Materials:  

✓ The Diver (Squid Fishing Jig) 

✓ Plastic bottle with cap 

✓ Water Source 

✓ Pipette 

✓ Metal Nuts 

 

Background Research: 

1. Define the following terms  
a. Pressure 

b. Density  

c. Volume 

d. Compress 

e. Buoyancy 

f. Archimedes Principle  

g. Neutral Buoyance  

h. Positive Buoyancy 

i. Negative Buoyancy 

2. Describe the relationship between pressure and volume.  

3. Describe how the mass of an objects relates to its buoyancy. 
Scientific Discovery: see attached instructions for more detail 

➔ Obtain All Materials.  

➔ Put the Diver into the bottle. 

➔ Fill the bottle with water. 

➔ Close the bottle so that there is no undissolved air inside.  

➔ Squeeze the bottle and see what happens.  

➔ When the diver is at the bottom of the bottle, slightly release the bottle, and by squeezing the bottle by just the right 

amount, let the diver rise half way up the bottle.  
 

Analysis/Conclusion: 

4. What happens to the diver when you squeeze the bottle? WHY? 
 

5. How do you increase the pressure of the environment inside the bottle? 
 

6. How do you decrease the pressure of the environment inside the bottle? 
 

7. How does the change in pressure effect the physical properties of the diver? Focus on Density, volume and mass 
 

8. How does the change in pressure effect the physical properties of the water? Focus on Density, volume and mass 
 

 
 

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gas-properties/latest/gas-properties_en.html
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/states-of-matter


Rock the Boat 
Materials: 

✓ Old School Triple Beam Balance 
✓ Metric Ruler 
✓ Plastic Graduated Cylinder 
✓ 10 cubes (numbered 1 – 10) 
✓ 3 cylinders (silver, grey, red) 
✓ Glass Stir Rod 
✓ 1 set calibration weights 

Background Research: 

1. Define the following terms: 
a. Density (explain): 
b. Density (formula): 
c. Mass: 
d. Volume: 
e. cm3 vs mL:  
f. Density of water g/mL or g/cm3 

2. How could you determine the volume of an object using dimensional 
analysis (measuring it)? 
 

3. How could you determine the volume of an object using the water 
displacement method? 
 

4. Density is a derived measurement. What does that mean? 

Scientific Inquiry: 

➔ Get the triple beam balance. Practice using the balance with calibration 
weights.   
 

➔ After you become comfortable with the balance, Find the mass of all 
materials.  

o This includes 10 blocks and 3 cylinders 
 

➔ Use a metric ruler to find the volume of each cube.  
o l x w x h 
o cm x cm x cm = cm3 

 

➔ To find the volume of the cylinders you could use the formula V = ∏r2h, but 
let us assume the object is irregularly shaped, and we cannot use a 
mathematical formula to determine the volume.  

o Grab the Plastic Graduated Cylinder 
o Use water displacement to determine volume. 
o If the object doesn’t sink use a stir rod to push it down. 

 

➔  Record data in the table. 
 

➔ Continue down to analysis 
 

Analysis/Conclusion  

5. Solve for the density of each unknown object by using the formula D = m/V. 
Record your answers in the data table.  

 

 

6. Use the physical properties list identify the Unknown Samples. Record this in 
your data table.  
 
 



Rock the Boat 
Materials: 

 Digital Scale 
 Toy Boat 
 Green Petcock valve 
 Large Plastic Container 
 Small Plastic Container 
 Hot Glue Gun and Glue 
 Hose 

 

Background Research: 
1. Define the following Terms: 

a. Density  
b. Density of water (g/mL): 
c. Fluid: 
d. Buoyancy: 
e. Buoyant Force: 
f. Archimedes Principle: 

2. What does “displaced water” mean in regards to buoyancy? 
 

Scientific Inquiry 
✓ First you got to create a set up like you see in the picture (above right).  

SETUP 
✓ Measure the mass of the boat, the mass of the weights. Record this data.  
✓ Put the small container on the scale and zero it out (so the scale read 0 g) 
✓ Put the small container back under the petcock valve. (the scale should read - # g) 
✓ Fill the large container till some water starts to flow out of the valve into small container. 
✓ Once water stops leaking into small container, dump our small container. 

 

Boat 

✓ Insert toy boat into large container 

✓ Wait for water to stop overflowing through petcock.  
✓ Weigh mass of water in small container. Record results 

 

Boat & 1 weight 

✓ Repeat setup instructions 
✓ Insert toy into large container 
✓ Add 1 weight  
✓ Wait for water to stop overflowing through petcock.  

✓ Weigh mass of water in small container, record results 
 

Boat & 2 weights 
✓ Repeat setup instructions 

✓ Insert toy into large container 
✓ Add both weights 
✓ Wait for water to stop overflowing through petcock.  
✓ Weigh mass of water in small container, record results. 

 

Something that sinks 

✓ Repeat setup instructions 
✓ Insert something (waterproof) that your pretty sure will sink.  
✓ Wait for water to stop overflowing through petcock. 

✓ Weigh mass of water in small container, record results.  
 

Something that floats 

✓ Repeat setup instructions 

✓ Insert something (waterproof) that your pretty sure will float 
✓ Wait for water to stop overflowing through petcock.  
✓ Weigh mass of water in small container, record results.  



Rock the Boat 
 
 

▼Scenario▼ 

Total 
Mass 

(grams) 

Volume of H2O 
displaced (mL) 

Volume of boat 
under the water 

line 
(cm3) 

Mass of Displaced 
H2O 

(grams) 

 

Boat 

 

    

 

Boat & 1 Weight 

 

    

 

Boat & 2 Weights 

 

    

 

Something That 

Sinks 

 

    

 

Something That 

Floats 

 

    

 
 

3. Everyone knows that objects denser than water typically sink, object less dense than 
water typically float regardless of shape, but what truly separates objects that sink vs 
objects that float?  
 

a. Additionally, discuss how this directly effects buoyancy, like a steel ship should 
sink, because steel is denser than water, but it doesn’t. why?  
 

4. Discuss the volume of the displaced water compared to the volume of the boat under 
water. 
  

5. Compare the mass of the displaced water compared to the total mass of the objects.  
 

  


